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MEPPEN Safety boots S3L SR beige/black 

Product description
MEPPEN safety boots are high-quality men’s footwear, designed to ensure safety and performance in a variety of 
working conditions. The boots upper is made of cowhide leather, which is resistant to acids and alkalis. The inside  
of the shoe is made of textile materials, and the insole is made of HI-POLY polyurethane foam, which affects comfort 
even during prolonged use. Additional foot protection is provided by the composite toecap, which can withstand 
impacts up to 200 J. The Kevlar anti-puncture insole adds even more security. The outsole, made of a combination 
of polyurethane and rubber, has anti-slip properties, which make the boots an excellent choice for uneven and 
slippery surfaces. The high construction of the shoe stabilizes the ankle, providing support where it is most needed. 
MEPPEN safety boots combine safety and functionality with comfort and style, responding to the needs  
of professionals looking for reliable footwear for work.

Characteristics
 . made in accordance with the standard specifying the requirements for safe footwear - ISO 20345:2011;
 . safety class of protective footwear - S3L;
 . anti-slip properties - SR;
 . the shoe upper is made of cowhide leather - the black surface is acid and alkali resistant leather;
 . inside of the shoe: textile;
 . inner liner made of HI-POLY polyurethane foam;
 . composite toecap for better toe protection (withstanding impacts up to 200 joules);
 . Kevlar anti-puncture insole;
 . injected outsole - PU/rubber;
 . fastening system - lacing;
 . reflective elements;
 . Weight: 770g.
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CAT. II SR S3 EN ISO
20345 PU + COMPOSITE KEVLAR ANTI SLIP

Technical data

HT5K591-40 5902801436437 26,6 cm / 40 1 10
HT5K591-41 5902801436475 27,3 cm / 41 1 10
HT5K591-42 5902801436741 28 cm / 42 1 10
HT5K591-43 5902801436857 28,6 cm / 43 1 10
HT5K591-44 5902801436925 29,3 cm / 44 1 10
HT5K591-45 5902801436956 30 cm / 45 1 10
HT5K591-46 5902801437168 30,7 cm / 46 1 10


